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The research project is elaborated for a period of two years and will include two study
compartments:
Part I: The patterns of symbolic discourse and social practice; creation of symbolic
boundaries of the nation vis-à-vis others.
Part II: Nation-building ideological mythology and collective perception of national
identity; discrepancies between prescribed identities and socio-cultural practices.
The project aims to study the power’s project of nation-building in the Pruto-Dniestrian space
(1944-2005) and to understand the consequences of this project reflected in the collective
conscience. In this way, we propose to deconstruct the ideological discourse in order to detect
origins, continuity and metamorphoses of political discourse on the nation-building process in
the Republic of Moldova and to emphasize the discrepancies and contradictions of the actual
power’s nation-building project and thus to prefigure the directions of its future evolution.
My previous investigations were focused on the investigation of ideological nature of nation
building process in the Republic of Moldova. The symbolic structure and the mythological
scheme of the power discourse denote valences inherited from the imperial political project that
generated, after the territorial annexation in 1812, the concept of “Moldavian nation” in
concordance with imperial plan of extension in the South-eastern Europe. Collective conscience,
opposite to the power discourse, has elaborated from a period to another its own identity
dimension, preserving in the deeps of popular culture constants of Romanian ethnic tradition
(language, popular custom and art), and in the social practice – an evident local identity, reticent
to the challenges of imperial messianism, but distanced to the processes of edification the
Romanian state. Thus, the periods 1944-1991 and 1991-2005 are evident as periods with
intensive dialog between the collective identities at the level of ordinary people, as well as with
activation of ideological conflicts that existed before or/and emerged new conflicts. Two of
ideological mega-narratives – national and imperial – have trenched in the own texts symbolical
borders between ‘We’ and ‘Others’, constituting their own mythologies about history, space,
time, in a direct correlation with their millenarist projects.
The methodological & theoretical frame
The project will apply the method of participant observation, as well as oral history interviews,
relying on the methodology and theoretical works signed by A. D. Smith, B. Anderson etc. The
main sources will be literary and historical texts, official documents and discourses, and empiric
materials (oral histories, interviews).
The study will be developed from twofold perspective:
- political mythology and symbols in the official discourse
- the study of the collective imaginary of ordinary people.

The results of this research project will be two articles concerning the part I (“The patterns of
symbolic discourse and social practice; creation of symbolic boundaries of the nation vis-à-vis
others”) and the part II (“Nation-building ideological mythology and collective perception of
national identity; discrepancies between prescribed identities and socio-cultural practices”).
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